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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Remote Control Shape Sorter Jumbo the Jet Wins 2015 National Parenting Publications 

Award! 

Phoenix, AZ, August 12, 2015 – Fasten your seatbelt as the Remote Control Shape Sorter 

Jumbo the Jet just received the Silver Winner from the 2015 National Parenting Publications 

Awards!  Jumbo the Jet is an interactive shape sorter that guides young children through 

learning colors and shapes through three play modes!  The first play mode, Learn the Colors 

& Shapes is played by simply inserting one of the plastic shapes into their slots.  A friendly 

voice recognizes and tells the child the color and shape piece that was inserted.  The second 

play mode introduces Find It! – a simple game mode where the child will be asked to find the 

matching colored shape piece and insert it into the correct slot.  The last mode allows the 

child to pilot the plane with the infrared remote control!  Push one of the two buttons to 

move the plane forward or backwards.  As the plane moves, red lights blink and fun melodies 

play!  The four shape pieces included store conveniently in the storage compartment in the 

plane and has an automatic shut off to preserve the battery life! 

 

                   
 

Jumbo the Jet is one of the five available award-winning shape sorters offered by The 

Learning Journey!  Additional shape sorters available are Go Green Recycle Truck, Animal 

Express Train, Letterland School Bus and Chopper the Number Copter!  Each of these shape 

sorters teaches a unique educational subject, enhance hand-eye coordination, challenge 

problem solving skills and reinforce action and reaction skills! 

 

The National Parenting Publications Awards (NAPPA) is one of the most respected awards 

programs in the family market. NAPPA enlists a panel of independent, expert judges and 
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parent testers who carefully evaluate hundreds of submissions. Only the best-of-the-best are 

chosen to receive an award for quality, innovation and entertainment and educational value.  

 

About The Learning Journey 

The Learning Journey International is an international manufacturer and distributer of an 

exclusive line of award winning children’s interactive educational products.  Our products 

encourage learning and confidence building as they enhance a child’s potential.  All products 

build on the necessary skills for children to be ready for school as they prepare to become 

our leaders of tomorrow. 

 

About NAPPA 

For more than 20 years, the National Parenting Publications Awards (NAPPA) has been the 

go-to resource for the best products for families. NAPPA’s team of independent, expert 

judges, along with family and child testers, select the most innovative and enduring products 

to be NAPPA Gold, Silver and Honors winners in two annual competitions—Children’s 

Products and Parenting Resources. For more information, visit www.NAPPAawards.com. 
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